
Accumen-Chi Executive Serving as Faculty for the 35th G2 Intelligence Lab Institute 2017: 
Navigating Uncertainty: From Policy to Patient Care 

Jeffrey Myers, CPA, Vice President of Consulting, to Set the Stage for Financial 
Improvement in the Clinical Laboratory 

SAN DIEGO, CA, October 12, 2017 –Jeffrey H. Myers, CPA, Vice President of Consulting for 
Chi Solutions, Inc., an Accumen company, is slated to serve as faculty at the 35th Annual G2 
Intelligence Lab Institute scheduled for October 25-27, 2017, at the Hyatt Regency Washington 
on Capitol Hill.  

The 35th G2 Intelligence Lab Institute is dedicated to helping clinical laboratory professionals 
understand and adapt to a new, ever-changing healthcare climate in which rapid changes in 
delivery and reimbursement create uncertainty for the future.  Top government and industry 
experts and faculty will gather to benefit from education and engagement that promote the vital 
role of laboratory medicine in patient care.  

Mr. Myers will present an engaging, one-hour session on Thursday, October 26, 2017, at 1:45 
PM EST titled, “Setting the State for Financial Improvement in the Lab: Doing More with Less 
and Driving Results.”  Participants who attend the session will gain valuable insight on how to 
position the clinical laboratory within a hospital or health system for sustainability and growth 
amidst increased legislative demands including the Protecting Access to Medicare Act (PAMA).  
Industry best practices that drive performance improvement in a forward-looking laboratory 
strategy will be discussed as a means for revenue growth.  

Mr. Myers has more than 20 years of experience in healthcare financial management and 
administration and oversees strategic consulting and laboratory outreach engagements.  He 
also provides expertise in benchmarking and analytics, operations improvement, and revenue 
growth for hospital-based laboratories.  Prior to joining Chi, he held executive- and director-level 
finance positions with the laboratory divisions of two prominent academic health systems in the 
mid-Atlantic and Southeast, where his skilled fiscal leadership produced significant margin, cost, 
productivity, and revenue cycle process improvements.  A Certified Public Accountant, Mr. 
Myers graduated from the University of Tennessee with a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Accounting and Business Law.  
 
For more information about the agenda for the 35th Annual G2 Intelligence Lab Institute, visit 
www.labinsitute.com.  For more information on clinical laboratory consulting, visit Accumen.com 
or ChiSolutionsInc.com. 

About Accumen-Chi 
Accumen Inc. (along with its subsidiary, Chi Solutions, Inc.) is a leading healthcare 
transformation company that provides end-to-end strategy and services as laboratory solutions 
in consulting, execution, utilization, and outreach sales and support.  By partnering with hospital 
and health system labs, we set benchmarks and new standards of performance in clinical 
laboratory management—driving higher quality, patient safety, better service, and 
unprecedented financial value.  Accumen and Chi deliver results in medical laboratory 
operations, outreach, and patient blood management and transfusion safety using a proven 
blueprint, innovative approach, and insight-driven proprietary technology to create healthier 
labs, healthier hospitals, and ultimately, healthier communities. 
Accumen – Accelerating Breakthrough Performance® 
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